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KNiTO is NotionWave’s individual based 
product which can be used to purchase and access digital 

contents. 

KNiTO comes in two editions:

  KNiTO Enterprise is a web based portal, that o�ers access to your digital   
 contents, using an industry standard browsers.
  KNiTO Handheld is an application which runs on Tablets and Smart Phones and  
 allows access to your digital contents in a very user friendly manner.  It supports both   
 Apple iOS and Android.

KNiTO has the following features:

State of the Art: These products are developed using Liferay6, which is the most highly 
recommended JAVA based so�ware development platform. It provides flexibility and reliability.

Any Time Anywhere: With our products you can work no matter where you are and when it is. 

Search Engines: We support Web Scale Discoveries of Summon from Serials Solutions and EDS 
from EBSCO, as well as Federated Search engine from Muse Global. These advance search 
products bring you the most accurate, and quickest results possible.

Advanced Browsing: A uniform and integrated subject classification for all content types 
enriched with industry standard ranking features including Impact Factor, H-Index, and Best 
Book.

Security: A highly secure authentication process that works with every publisher and 
content provider. We o�er high end encryption and authentication through NotionWave’s  
programmed and secured proxy, Athens, and Muse Global.

Single Sign On: Once you have successfully logged into KNiTO, you are good to access 
all your resources.

Link: Our Link technology allows you to access publisher content without any 
problems, or middle portals.

Research Management Tools: We support advanced research 
management tools such as End note, Ref Works, Mendeley, 

which will help you to cite and write faster than 
ever.


